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Abstract—Frameworks and libraries are reused through application programming interfaces (APIs). Normally, APIs are assumed
to be stable and serve as contracts between frameworks/libraries
and client applications. However, in reality, APIs change over
time. When these changes happen, API users must spend additional effort in migrating client applications. If the effort is too
much to afford, the frameworks/libraries that API developers
have built will lose market share. In order to reduce migration
effort, API developers should manage API changes through API
lifecycle. Before construction of API lifecycle, investigation of the
following question is required: Which API lifecycle model is the
best for API removal management? To answer this question, we
first construct three API lifecycle models based on the observation
of current practices, and then devise a set of metrics to assess
those models using case studies. Assessment results conclude the
best model is deprecation involved model which benefits API
developers and users most with the least costs. Such model
becomes the base for API developers to build API lifecycle which
enables API developers to manage API changes, and reduces
migration effort.
Keywords–API lifecycle; API lifecycle model; API change; API
removal management; software migration.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software reuse offers many benefits, such as acceleration
of software development and reduction of the overall development cost [1]. Reusable software provides common functionalities through application programming interfaces (APIs).
Normally, APIs are assumed to be stable and serve as contracts
between reusable software and client software. But, in fact,
as reusable software evolves to meet changing requirements
and solve emerging bugs over time, APIs will inevitably and
frequently change [2]. These changes will cause client software
to fail and increase maintenance cost [3]. Therefore, API
changes must be managed.
API developers manage API changes to web service using
tools, such as API Manager [4], Lifecycle Manager [5], and
Oracle API Management [6]. Each tool contains API lifecycle,
which is represented as a set of specific stages and the
transitions between them. Different tools contain different API
lifecycles. As a result, API developers need to choose the
tool that contains the most suitable API lifecycle. After API
lifecycle is chosen, API of the web service must follow the
lifecycle from its birth (i.e., API addition) to its death (i.e.,
API removal). Throughout API lifecycle, API developers can
control API addition, removal, and other changes.
Unlike API changes to web service, API changes to
frameworks and libraries are not well managed [3][7][8].
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From previous study, API changes happen frequently across
different versions of a frameworks/libraries and commonly
across different frameworks/libraries [9]. These API changes
often cause a large amount of effort in migrating client
application [10]-[12]. As a result, API users will complain
through communication channels, such as online forums or
mailing lists. If API developers do not handle those specific
complaints, the framework or library that they have built
will lose market share because API users will choose other
frameworks or libraries instead.
To reduce migration effort, we first investigate the origin
of API changes and then propose an effective way to manage
them. According to previous research [3][9][10], most API
changes occur when API developers directly make them in the
design improvement tasks, without considering the affected
client applications. As a result, the most effective way to
manage API changes of frameworks and libraries is to plan
them based on API lifecycle. API lifecycle can enable API
developers to make API changes according to predefined stage
and transitions. It also guarantees that API developers consider
the affected client applications when making API changes.
However, there is no one-size-fits-all API lifecycle for all API
developers. Hence, we investigate the best API lifecycle model,
instead of the best API lifecycle.
In this work, API lifecycle model is an abstraction of API
lifecycles, and is represented as a set of general stages and
transitions between them. To choose the best API lifecycle
model, we first construct three API lifecycle models according
to the observation on current practices, and then analyze those
models from the perspective of API removal management.
This perspective is chosen because API removal management
enables API developers to prevent unintentional API removals
and therefore avoid causing client applications to fail. We
assess the impact of API lifecycle models on API developers
and API users through three case studies. The best model is
determined by the assessment results.
Main contributions of this work are as follows: 1) We are
the first to provide API developers with a solution to manage
API changes. 2) The best model is the base for API developers
to build a suitable API lifecycle. Such API lifecycle enables
API developers to manage API changes and therefore avoid
causing client applications to fail. As a result, migration effort
will be reduced. 3) We devise a metric set that enables API
developers to assess the impact of their API lifecycle on both
API developers and API users.
A preliminary analysis is performed in Section II to
introduce API lifecycle models and assess the impact on
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both API developers and API users. Case studies of models
are conducted in Section III, and then results are presented
in Section IV. The best model is determined according to
the results. Related work is discussed in Section V. Finally,
conclusion and future work are provided in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARY A NALYSIS
The goal of this preliminary analysis is to approximately
assess the impact of API lifecycle models on API developers
and API users from the perspective of API removal management. Therefore, three generic API lifecycle models are
introduced, which are shown in Figure 1. The support for
API removal management is discussed, and the positive and
negative impacts are further analyzed in detail. Finally, the
analysis result is summarized to provide an overview of API
lifecycle models.
d.1
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d.2

deprecation

removal

n.1

(a) D Model: Deprecation Involved Model.
n.1
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creation
removal
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(c) H Model: Hybrid Model.

(b) ND Model: Non-Deprecation Involved Model.

Figure 1. Three API Lifecycle Models.

A. D Model: Deprecation Involved Model
As shown in Figure 1(a), Deprecation Involved Model
(D Model) contains three stages, including creation stage,
deprecation stage, and removal stage. In D Model, API (e.g.,
AD ) enters creation stage when it is designed to provide
functionality and exposed to API users. Through extensive
usage, AD might be found buggy or insufficient. Hence, API
developers decide that AD should be scheduled for removal
because it is no longer recommended to use. To notify API
users of the decision, API developers often label AD ‘deprecated’ and provide the corresponding migration information
(e.g., using other API instead) in API documents. After the
notification, AD enters deprecation stage from creation stage,
and becomes a deprecated API. Meanwhile, API developers
plan the future removal of the deprecated API. Once AD is
removed, it enters removal stage and ends its lifecycle.
D Model provides API developers full support for API
removal management through the following ways. First, all
API removals are planned before they occur. Therefore, API
developers are able to control the timing of API removals.
Second, migration problems caused by API removals (e.g.,
compilation errors occur when API users compile client applications and new version of frameworks/libraries) are mitigated
through the provision of migration information. As a result,
API developers have control over the impact of API removals
on API users.
Although D Model provides full support for API removal
management, it still has one negative impact on API developers. When maintaining deprecated APIs, API developers
have to keep implementation of deprecated APIs in each
new version of frameworks/libraries, and thus encounter the
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problem of code bloat. On the other hand, D Model has three
positive impacts on API users. First, migration information
enables API users to adapt client applications to API removals.
Second, API users are informed of API removal schedules in
advance through API documents, and thus they have sufficient
time to adapt client applications. Third, the probability that
API users have to adapt client applications is low because
API developers often remove APIs only when necessary. This
reduces the effort in migrating client applications.
B. ND Model: Non-Deprecation Involved Model
Figure 1(b) shows Non-Deprecation Involved Model (ND
Model). ND Model contains creation and removal stages, but
deprecation stage is excluded. As a result, the API following
ND Model is always a non-deprecated API, and will never
become a deprecated API. In ND Model, API (e.g., AN D )
enters creation stage when it is designed and exposed to
API users. After AN D is used, it might be found buggy or
insufficient. Hence, the non-deprecated API, AN D , will be
directly removed in the new version of frameworks/libraries
without planning. Such API is called NR API in this work,
where NR stands for Non-deprecated and Removed. After AN D
is removed, it enters removal stage from creation stage. Such
stage transition is denoted by the dotted arc in Figure 1(b).
ND model does not provide API developers with any
support for API removal management. The reasons are listed
as follows. First, all API removals occur without any planning.
As a result, API developers are not able to control the timing of
API removals. Second, migration problems will occur because
of lacking of migration information in API document. API
users need to find the alternative APIs by themselves to replace
the removed APIs. Therefore, API developers do not have
control over the impact of API removals on API users.
ND Model not only lacks the support for API removal
management, but also has three negative impacts on API users.
First, API users have difficulties in adapting client applications
to API removals because no migration information is provided
in API documents. Second, API users do not have sufficient
time to adapt client applications because they are aware of
API removals only after those API removals occur. Third, the
probability that API users have to adapt client applications to
API removals is high because such API removals occur without
planning. Despite those negative impacts, ND Model has one
positive impact on API developers: there is no deprecated API
in ND Model, and thus API developers will not encounter the
problem of code bloat.
C. H Model: Hybrid Model
As illustrated in Figure 1(c), Hybrid Model (H Model) is
a hybrid of D Model and ND Model. In H Model, API in
creation stage has two possible paths to removal stage. Path
1 includes two solid arcs in Figure 1(c), which is the same
as D Model. Path 2 includes one dotted arc in Figure 1(c),
which is the same as ND Model. The API which follows Path
1 becomes a deprecated API, and its removal is planned. The
API which follows Path 2 becomes an NR API, and its removal
is unplanned.
H Model provides partial support for API removal management. In H Model, both deprecated APIs and NR APIs
exist. For deprecated APIs, API developers have control over
the timing and impact of their removal. But, for NR APIs,
API developers do not have any control. H Model has both
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TABLE I. S UMMARY OF THE P RELIMINARY A NALYSIS R ESULT.
Model
D Model

API removal
management
Full support

ND Model

No support

Negative impacts

Positive impacts

1. Deprecated APIs cause API developers the problem of code bloat.
(cBloat)

1. Migration information of deprecated APIs enables API users to
adapt client applications to planned API removals. (mInfo)
2. Prior notification of planned API removals enables API users to
have sufficient time to adapt client applications. (aTime)
3. The probability that API users have to adapt client applications to
planned API removals is low. (aPro)
1. NR APIs do not cause API developers the problem of code bloat.
(cBloat)

1. No migration information of NR APIs hinders API users from
adapting client applications to unplanned API removals. (mInfo)
2. API users do not have sufficient time to adapt client applications due
to the lack of prior notification of unplanned API removals. (aTime)
3. The probability that API users have to adapt client applications to
NR APIs is high. (aPro)
H Model
Partial support
1. No migration information of NR APIs hinders API users from
1. Migration information of deprecated APIs enables API users to
adapting client applications to API removals. (mInfo)
adapt client applications to planned API removals. (mInfo)
2. For unplanned API removals, the lack of their prior notification
2. For planned API removals, their prior notification enables API users
causes API users the problem of not having sufficient time to adapt
to have sufficient time to adapt client applications. (aTime)
client applications. (aTime)
3. For unplanned API removals, the probability that API users have
3. For planned API removals, the probability that API users have to
to adapt client applications is high. (aPro)
adapt client applications is low. (aPro)
4. Deprecated APIs cause API developers the problem of code bloat.
4. NR APIs do not cause API developers the problem of code bloat.
(cBloat)
(cBloat)
Note 1: The words in the parentheses are the abbreviations of impacts.
Note 2: The negative and positive impacts of H Model which are inherited from D Model are highlighted with the gray background, while those which are inherited from
ND Model are shown with the white background.
Note 3: Planned API removals are the removals of deprecated APIs, while unplanned API removals are the removals of NR APIs.

positive and negative impacts. Some of them are inherited from
D Model, and the others are inherited from ND Model. The
whole list of those impacts is provided in Table I, which is
introduced in the next section.
D. Summary
To have an overview of those API models, we summarize
the analysis result in Table I. The analysis result reveals the
following three types of information on the models: 1) degree
of support for API removal management, 2) negative impacts,
and 3) positive impacts. Furthermore, the impact categories,
which are shown as index words in Table I, are described as
follows:
1) Code bloat (cBloat). It includes the impacts related
to the problem of code bloat.
2) Migration information (mInfo). It includes the impacts related to the provision of migration information.
3) Adaptation time (aTime). It includes the impacts
related to the time which API users have for software
adaptation.
4) Adaptation probability (aPro). It includes the impacts
related to the probability that API users have to
adapt client applications to planned or unplanned API
removals.
III. C ASE S TUDIES
The goal of the case studies is to assess the positive and
negative impacts of the models in four impact categories.
Through the assessment, the best model will be concluded if
it outperforms the others in the most impact categories.
A. Research Questions
To conclude the best model, we have to answer the following research questions:
1) RQ1: Regarding the impact category of code bloat,
which model performs the best?
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2)

RQ2: Regarding the impact category of migration
information, which model performs the best?
3) RQ3: Regarding the impact category of adaptation
time, which model performs the best?
4) RQ4: Regarding the impact category of adaptation
probability, which model performs the best?
To answer these research questions, we assess impacts of
the models in four impact categories through a set of metrics.
As shown in Table II, those metrics are organized according to
targeted impact categories, and definitions are also provided.
With these metrics, we can assess the impacts and answer the
research questions.
B. Data Collection
Three subjects are chosen for data collection, and each
one is the representative of a specific API lifecycle model.
Those subjects are all medium-scaled open source projects
with hundreds of Java classes. The duration of data collection
for each subject is approximately three years. The subjects and
the collected data are introduced as follows.
Subject for D Model: JFace with versions from 3.6 to
4.3. JFace is a popular user interface framework on Eclipse
platform. The duration of the data collection is from June 2010
to June 2013. The collected data includes API documents and
source code. From API documents, the deprecated APIs are
extracted to measure the values of P Cd/all and Td . Besides,
migration information for the deprecated APIs is investigated
to enable the measurement of P CdMI/d . The value of P Bp is
measured through extracting APIs from API documents, detecting planned API removals, and confirming the occurrence
of those planned API removals in the source code.
Subject for ND Model: JFreeChart with versions from
0.9.4 to 1.0.0. JFreeChart is a mature and widely used chart
library. According to download statistics, it has been downloaded for more than three million times since its registration
in SourceForge. The duration of the data collection is from
October 2002 to December 2005. During data collection,
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TABLE II. D EFINITION OF M ETRICS .
Targeted impact category
Code bloat
Migration information
Adaptation time

Adaptation probability

Metric
P Cd/all
P Cnr/all
P CdM I/d
P CnrM I/nr
Td
Tnr
P Bp
P Bu

Definition
In all APIs, the percentage of deprecated APIs.
In all APIs, the percentage of NR APIs.
In all deprecated APIs, the percentage of deprecated APIs with migration information.
In all NR APIs, the percentage of NR APIs with migration information.
The average time, measured in months, of a deprecated API from being announced to-be-removed to being removed.
(i.e., the average time of a deprecated API staying in the deprecation stage)
The average time, measured in months, of an NR API from being announced to-be-removed to being removed.
The probability of the occurrence of planned API removals.
The probability of the occurrence of unplanned API removals.

TABLE III. A SSESSMENT R ESULTS FOR THE C ODE B LOAT C ATEGORY.
P Cd/all , the metric for
P Cnr/all , the metric for
assessing negative impacts
assessing positive impacts
package class method field package class
method
field
D
0.00% 4.01% 1.43% 2.69%
–
–
–
–
ND
–
–
–
–
6.81% 12.28% 13.19% 14.57%
H
0.00% 2.60% 1.81% 1.84% 0.00%
0.00% 0.02%
0.00%
Note 1: The label “–” means that the value of the metric is not available because
the negative or positive impact of the corresponding model does not exist.
Note 2: The model which performs the best is highlighted with the gray background.

TABLE IV. A SSESSMENT R ESULTS FOR THE M IGRATION I NFORMATION
C ATEGORY.

Model

API documents are not provided. As a result, the collected
data includes the source code, online forum, and jfreechartcommit mailing list, but no API documents. From the source
code, packages, classes, methods, and fields with public or
protected access modifiers are extracted as APIs. NR APIs
and their removals are then detected to measure the values of
P Cnr/all and P Bu . In the online forum, migration information
is identified to measure the value of P CnrMI/nr . In jfreechartcommit mailing list, notification of the removals of NR APIs
is also identified to measure the value of Tnr .
Subject for H Model: JFreeChart with versions from
1.0.2 to 1.0.13. The duration of the data collection is from
August 2006 to April 2009. API documents are provided during data collection. Therefore, the collected data includes API
documents, source code, online forum, and jfreechart-commit
mailing list. In API documents, the deprecated APIs and their
migration information are investigated to measure the values of
P Cd/all , Td , and P CdMI/d . From API documents and source
code, NR APIs, planned API removals, and unplanned API
removals are detected to measure the values of P Cnr/all , P Bp ,
and P Bu . In the online forum, migration information of NR
APIs is identified to measure the value of P CnrMI/nr . In
jfreechart-commit mailing list, notification of the removals of
NR APIs is identified to measure the value of Tnr .
IV. R ESULTS OF C ASE S TUDIES
In Section IV-A, results of case studies are presented to
answer the four research questions. In Section IV-B, answers
to those research questions are summarized to conclude the
best model. Then, the cost-effectiveness of the best model is
also discussed.
A. Answers to Research Questions
RQ1: Assessment of Impacts in the Code Bloat Category. The assessment results are summarized in Table III.
The values of P Cd/all show that little of APIs are deprecated
APIs. Thus, the problem of code bloat caused by deprecated
APIs in D Model is insignificant. On the other hand, NR
APIs in ND Model not only avoid the problem of code bloat
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P CnrM I/nr , the metric for
P CdM I/d , the metric for
assessing negative impacts
assessing positive impacts
package class method field package class
method
field
D
–
–
–
–
∗
87.10% 86.39%
58.97%
ND
0.00% 0.52% 0.04% 0.00%
–
–
–
–
H
∗
∗
0.00%
∗
∗
88.48% 92.87%
71.56%
Note 1: The label “–” means that the value of the metric is not available because
the negative or positive impact of the corresponding model does not exist.
Note 2: The label “∗” means that the value of the metric is not available because
of division by zero.
Note 3: The model which performs the best is highlighted with the gray background.
Model

for API developers, but also reduce API developers’ effort in
maintaining API implementation by 6.81% to 14.57%. Regard
to H Model, the values of P Cd/all are between two models, but
the values of P Cnr/all are very low. So, the negative impact
is medium but the positive is insignificant. In summary, ND
Model is the best model because of the following two reasons.
First, it only has the positive impact in the code bloat category.
Second, it has the largest P Cnr/all values, which means its
positive impact is the most significant. As a result, ND Model
performs the best regarding the code bloat category.
RQ2: Assessment of Impacts in the Migration Information Category. Table IV summarizes the assessment results.
Both D Model and H Model have significant positive impacts
with large P CdMI/d values. But, D Model is better than H
Model because D Model has only positive impact. Unlike
D Model, H Model has not only positive impact but also
negative impact. Regarding the positive one, H Model has
slightly larger positive impact than D Model. Regarding the
negative one, the P CnrMI/all value of H Model reveals that
none of NR APIs in the method level are provided with migration information. Unfortunately, lack of migration information
hinders API users from migrating client applications. Two
discussion topics in the online forum of JFreeChart have been
found as the evidence. The first one is “Arrrgh! Lots of API
changes again”, in which API users state that “..., these API
changes really are not funny! It takes a lot of time, researching,
looking in the new JFreeChart source code because there is no
migration description.” [13]. The second one is “API changes:
undocumented (again)”, in which API users state that “Could
documentation be improved and more information be provided
to ease migration?” [14]. With this evidence, it is concluded
that the negative impact of H Model is significant enough to
offset the positive impact of H Model. In summary, answer to
RQ2 is that D Model performs the best regarding the migration
information category.
RQ3: Assessment of Impacts in the Adaptation Time
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TABLE V. A SSESSMENT R ESULTS FOR THE A DAPTATION T IME
C ATEGORY.
Tnr , the metric for
Td , the metric for
assessing negative impacts
assessing positive impacts
D
–
24.01
ND
0.40
–
H
1.75
14.19
Note 1: The label “–” means that the value of the metric is not available because
the negative or positive impact of the corresponding model does not exist.
Note 2: The model which performs the best is highlighted with the gray background.
Model

TABLE VI. A SSESSMENT R ESULTS FOR THE A DAPTATION P ROBABILITY
C ATEGORY.
P Bu , the metric for
P Bp , the metric for
assessing negative impacts
assessing positive impacts
package class method field package class method
field
D
–
–
–
–
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
ND
0.39
0.94
1.00
0.83
–
–
–
–
H
0.00
0.00
0.64
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Note 1: The label “–” means that the value of the metric is not available because the
negative or positive impact of the corresponding model does not exist.
Note 2: The model which performs the best is highlighted with the gray background.
Model

Category. The positive and negative impact are assessed by
Td and Tnr . However, the subjects for D Model and H model
do not contain the deprecated APIs which are removed. To
measure the values, we assume that deprecated APIs in the
subjects are finally removed in the last version. Because of
the assumption, actual Td values must larger than the measured
Td values. The assessment results are summarized in Table V.
Compared with Td values, values of Tnr are very small. It
means that API users have only a short time to adapt client
applications to unplanned API removals. Hence, the negative
impact of ND Model and H Model is significant in those cases.
Based on the assessment results, D Model is the best model
because it has the most significant positive impact with the
largest Td value. Besides, D Model does not have negative
impact. As a result, the answer to RQ3 is that D Model
performs the best regarding the adaptation time category.
RQ4: Assessment of Impacts in the Adaptation Probability Category. Table VI summarizes the assessment results.
Because deprecated APIs are not removed in our subjects,
values of P Bp are all zero. It means the positive impact on
API users is significant for D Model and H Model. On the
other hand, the high values of P Bu for ND Model indicate
that API users must adapt client applications to unplanned API
removals. So, the negative impact of ND Model is significant.
As a result, D Model is the best model because it has only positive impact and such positive impact is significant. Although
H Model has positive impact with the same significance, it has
some of negative impact assessed by P Bu . Hence, D Model
is still better than H Model. In summary, the answer to RQ4
is that D Model performs the best regarding the adaptation
probability category.
B. The Best Model
The answer to RQ1 is ND Model, while the answers to
RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4 are D Model. As a result, ND Model
outperforms the others only in the code bloat category, while
D Model performs the best in the migration information,
adaptation time, and adaptation probability categories. Accord-
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ing to the summary, D Model is the best model because it
outperforms the others in the most of categories.
The advantages of D Model are presented in Section II-A.
According to four impact categories, the following discussion
is to demonstrate that the cost of getting the advantage is low.
Code bloat category. The cost of maintaining deprecated
APIs is low. As discussed the answer of RQ1 in Section IV-A,
very few APIs in D Model are deprecated APIs. Hence, the
cost of maintaining deprecated APIs is low.
Migration information category. The cost of providing
migration information is low. Migration information is naturally derived because deprecated APIs are often planned
to be replaced with new APIs. Besides, adding migration
information to API documents requires little cost. As a result,
the cost of providing migration information is low.
Adaptation time category. The cost of prior notification
is low. The notification of API removals is often performed
through 1) labelling an API ‘deprecated’ in API documents and
2) publishing updated API documents to API users. Because
both of such costs are low, the cost of prior notification is low.
Adaptation probability category. The cost of planning
API changes is low. Planning API removals requires designing
new APIs and scheduling API removals. The former is the integral part of API design, which does not cause any additional
cost. The latter needs little cost because API developers have
to consider API removals for software release. Hence, the total
cost of planning API changes is low.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Support for API removal adaptation. Chow and Notkin [15] proposed an approach for semi-automatic adaptation to API removals in libraries. Their approach required
library developers to annotate API changes with a specific
language, and the annotation was used by API users for API
removal adaptation. The drawback of this approach was that
library developers had to learn a new language. Perkins [16]
developed a technique to replace calls to deprecated API
methods with their method bodies. The assumption of the
technique was that the method bodies contained appropriate
replacement code. Many approaches [17][18] were developed
to support API removal adaptation by recording and replaying
refactorings with refactoring engines. In those approaches,
API developers and API users were required to utilize the
same refactoring engines so that recorded refactorings could be
replayed by API users. An alternative solution to API removal
adaptation was to develop matching techniques [2][19]-[21]
for discovering replacement APIs, by which deprecated or
removed APIs were replaced. Some of the techniques directly
performed replacement without API users involvement, and
thus the appropriateness of discovered replacement APIs was
not guaranteed. On the contrary, the others provided a set
of replacement API candidates from which API users could
choose. But, API users had to spend additional effort in
guaranteeing the appropriateness.
Although many approaches and techniques are developed
to help API users with API removal adaptation, they all
have limitations. Recently, API deprecation is a promising
solution for adapting API changes. An empirical study of
Hora et al. [10] indicate that the deprecation mechanism
should be adopted. The study shows that API deprecation
reaction is faster and larger compared with NR API reaction.
Besides, the study of McDonnel et al. [22] indicate that client
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applications need a longer adaptation time when APIs are
evolving fast. Such adaptation time can be preserved through
deprecation because it signals API users that which API ought
to be avoided [23]. In addition, Brito et al. [24] argue that
replacement messages with deprecated APIs facilitate API
users to adapt APIs. This argument complies with the study
of Ko et al. [25], which empirically indicates that migration
information promotes the reaction to API evolution. However,
all these previous studies focus on why API developers should
adopt deprecation. How to apply deprecation has not been
investigated. Therefore, we discover the best model embedded
with deprecation to present how deprecation can be applied to
API removal management. In the best model, API removals are
planned in advance and early announced to API users. Moreover, API developers provide migration information, which
contains replacement APIs. As a result, the appropriateness
of replacement APIs is guaranteed because of the credible
information source. In summary, the best model ensures the
support for API removal adaptation.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The best model for API removal management is presented
in this work. The characteristics of the best model include
1) planning of API removals, which prevents unintentional
API removals and makes APIs stable, 2) provision of migration information, which reduces migration effort, and 3)
prior notification of planned API removals, which preserves
sufficient time to adapt client applications. The goal behind
the best model is to benefit both API developers and API
users, who are the major stakeholders in the ecosystem formed
by frameworks/libraries and client applications. As a result,
following the best model will make API developers design
more stable APIs with planning, and API users will spend
less effort in constructing and maintaining client applications.
While we conclude D Model is the best in two popular,
mature, and open source systems of Eclipse, the selected
subjects might not be representative in other domains, such as
web framework. Web framework is widely adopted in different
ways to build kinds of web apps, and is changing at an
extremely rapid pace right now. For the purpose of preserving
market share, web framework developers are forced to evolve
the framework in time to catch up with the trend. API removals
will happen more frequently compared with those observed
subjects in this study. Therefore, to investigate the best API
lifecycle model further within such context will be our future
work.
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